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Behavior systems, associationism,
and Pavlovian conditioning

WILLIAM TIMBERLAKE
Indiana University, Bloomington, Indiana

Associative and behavior systems accounts of Pavlovian conditioning have different emphases.
The traditional associative account has focused on the role of the unconditional stimulus (US) in
strengthening stimulus associations according to a set of general laws. The behavior systems account
has focused on the relation of conditional responding to the preorganized perceptual, motor, and mo
tivational organization engaged by the US. Knowledge of a behavior system enables successful pre
diction of the form and ease of conditioning as a function of the type of conditional stimulus (CS),
US, and the CS-US relation. At the same time, Pavlovian manipulations act as a window on how a
behavior system works. Both associative and behavior systems accounts can be criticized as in
complete and idiosyncratic. A comprehensive account of Pavlovian conditioning could profit from
their integration.
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Laboratory-associationist and adaptive-evolutionary
accounts of Pavlovian conditioning differ markedly in
their focus. The former has emphasized the association
between the conditional stimulus (CS) and the uncondi
tional stimulus (US), and the role of the US in strength
ening it (e.g., Hearst, 1988; Kimble, 1961; Mackintosh,
1974; Pavlov, 1927). Conditioning procedures have been
refined and standardized to isolate the study of associa
tions from the influence of instincts, nonassociative
changes, and response-contingent reward (Hilgard &
Marquis, 1940; Kimble, 1961). More recent models have
expanded the types ofassociation and the role ofcontext,
multiple CSs, the CS-US contingency, and stimulus rep
resentations in determining behavior (e.g., Miller &
Matzel, 1988; Rescorla & Holland, 1982). However, the
focus has remained on associations among stimuli and
the simple causal role of the US. Within this approach,
behavior has been treated primarily as an index of the
strength of associations.

In contrast, adaptive-evolutionary accounts ofPavlov
ian conditioning have emphasized behavior, especially
the relation of the conditional response to the form and
orientation of naturally occurring functional behavior
and relevant underlying structure and processes (e.g.,
Davey, 1989; Fanselow & Lester, 1988; Gardner & Gard
ner, 1988; Holland, 1984; Hollis, 1982, 1990; Konorski,
1967; Rozin & Schull, 1988; Timberlake, 1983b; Tim
berlake & Lucas, 1989; Timberlake & Silva, in press). In
this approach, establishing the perceptual-motor organi-
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zation and motivational processes underlying behavior is
a critical step in understanding conditioning. Presenta
tion of the US is viewed as engaging and constraining
preorganized mechanisms underlying behavior, rather
than as a simple, direct cause of conditional responding
(Timberlake, 1993b).

The present paper outlines the behavior systems ap
proach to Pavlovian conditioning-an approach that is
related to the adaptive-evolutionary account and that at
tempts to combine structural and functional aspects of
learning and behavior. The basic premise of the behav
ior systems approach is that the determinants ofbehav
ior have been organized by evolutionary selection pres
sure, development, and learning into functional systems,
such as feeding, mating, parenting, and defense (Baer
ends, 1976, 1988; Fanselow, 1991; Fanselow & Lester,
1988; Hogan, 1989; Scott, 1958; Timberlake, 1983a,
1983b; Timberlake & Lucas, 1989; Tinbergen, 1951).
The mechanisms and processes of a behavior system
produce stimulus filtering and integration, timing and
memory functions, motor components and programs,
motivational states and hierarchies, and their neuro
physiological substrates (Domjan, 1994; Fanselow, 1994;
Hogan, 1994; Timberlake, 1993b; Timberlake & Lucas,
1989). Behavior systems are species typical in that they
are related to characteristic processes, structures, and
environments. At the same time, individual differences
are also expected on the basis ofgenetic, developmental,
and experiential variation. Similarities and differences
are also presumed to exist among species, based on the
extent ofcommon versus divergent phylogeny, selection
pressures, and experience (Timberlake, 1993a).

The next section describes some distinguishing char
acteristics of the behavior systems approach to condition
ing. I will then consider a specific behavior system-the
feeding system ofdomesticated rats-and how it relates
to the study of Pavlovian conditioning. I will conclude
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by considering the prospects for an integration of asso
ciative and behavior systems accounts of conditioning.

BEHAVIOR SYSTEMS AND LEARNING

The behavior systems approach is not primarily a the
ory oflearning. It is, though, a theory that deals with the
mechanisms and processes underlying functional be
havior. Learning is embedded within a behavior system
that inevitably influences the form, circumstances,
speed, and maintenance of acquisition. The role of
learning is assumed to have evolved in conjunction with
the system and environment to facilitate the local fit of
behavior and environment (Johnston, 1981; Nottebohm,
1972; Timberlake & Lucas, 1989; Tinbergen, 1951). A
behavior system provides the initial perceptual, motor,
and motivational conditions and operating characteris
tics that organize and direct learning and in turn are re
organized and modified by learning. From these as
sumptions flow several general characteristics of a
behavior systems approach.

Learned Behavior is Complexly Caused
In the traditional associative approach, learning is de

fined by and referenced to experimental paradigms, such
as Pavlovian and operant conditioning. By defining learn
ing in terms of the manipulations of the experimenter,
the associative approach has encouraged the view that
learning is caused in a simple, direct way by the presen
tation of the US (Timberlake, 1993b). For example, an
important part of the carefully crafted distinction be
tween operant and Pavlovian conditioning is based on
procedural differences in how the reward is presented
(Hilgard & Marquis, 1940).

The behavior systems approach references learning to
a functional context rather than to an experimental pro
cedure. A critical attribute ofa behavior system is that it
produces strings of responses that lead toward or away
from a particular stimulus or condition (Timberlake &
Silva, in press). These seemingly purposive strings are
often probabilistic and fragmentary. Whether they actu
ally achieve a particular outcome depends on the fit be
tween the system and the environment, a fit that depends
also on the effects of learning. The tendency to produce
purposive strings so readily is presumed to result from
evolutionary selection for responding that has increased
the probability of survival and reproduction.

The behavior systems approach views the traditional
experimental paradigms of learning research as proce
dures and environments that engage and constrain the
functioning of a system in a way that evokes and sup
ports learned behavior. Learning is not simply caused by
presentation of a reinforcer, nor is it limited to a partic
ular set of associations or a particular response. Learn
ing modifies the functioning of a multilevel system of
causal sequences. It occurs in forms ranging from local
adaptation to a repeated stimulus through radical reor
ganization of the motivational structure of a system.
Learning is produced by circumstances ranging from

simple stimulus exposure to reciprocal response contin
gencies. It includes the conditioning of motivational
states to external and internal stimuli; the alteration, in
tegration, and recombination ofmotor programs; the dif
ferentiation and combination of stimulus classes; and
the integration and sequential combination of percep
tual, motor, and motivational determinants (Timberlake,
in press; Timberlake & Lucas, 1989).

It follows that the traditional procedural distinctions
between Pavlovian and operant conditioning do not de
fine critical differences in basic learning processes, but
rather specify differences in how a system is engaged
and measured (Gormezano & Kehoe, 1975; Pear & El
dridge, 1984). Because the underlying system is the same,
the results of Pavlovian and operant conditioning should
overlap as well. Thus, if food is presented to a hungry
rat, the feeding system will influence the nature oflearn
ing whether the experimenter is using the procedures of
operant conditioning, Pavlovian conditioning, habitua
tion, or insight learning. For example, the use ofa Pavlov
ian procedure to pair a moving stimulus with food and
the use ofan operant procedure to require the rat to con
tact the moving stimulus to obtain food have produced
similar behavior (Timberlake, Wahl, & King, 1982).

In short, in the behavior systems approach, specific
learning paradigms can be viewed profitably as tools for
investigating the nature and operation of the system and
the role of learning in its expression. This is not to say
that a particular learning paradigm cannot be used to in
vestigate a specific form of learning. Just as a simple
wiping reflex can be studied in a spinal frog, the condi
tioning ofa simple salivary reflex can be studied by using
Pavlovian procedures and a specially prepared and con
strained dog. However, a similar difficulty is raised in
both cases. As pointed out by many investigators, there
is no simple spinal reflex in intact animals (Fearing,
1930; Sherrington, 1906). The spinal preparation only
hints at how a reflex works in more typical circum
stances. Similarly, there are no simple learned responses
in animals that are free to move about the environment.
As Domjan observes about his work on sexual condi
tioning (Domjan, 1994), a common US does not guar
antee a uniform set oflearning effects. Instead, learning
will be expressed in a variety of forms that depend inti
mately on the circumstances.

Learned Behavior is Specific and Constrained
A primary goal of the associative tradition has been to

establish general laws oflearning not restricted to partic
ular circumstances or species. Researchers have tried to
ensure the generality of their work by using arbitrary
stimuli and responses and artificial environments. At first
glance, the behavior systems approach appears to take an
opposite tack by establishing and using specific systems
in studying learning. This latter approach stems from two
beliefs: Initially, learning will be understood better by em
phasizing its specificity; and ultimately, the specificity of
initial analyses will allow better generalizations because
of a more complete accounting of causal factors.
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In the behavior systems view, leaming is constrained
and determined by the nature ofa specific system and the
way it interacts with the environment. Classical compara
tive psychology established constraints on the ability ofa
species' sense organs to receive particular stimuli and their
motor organization to produce particular responses (Maier
& Schneirla, 1935; Warden, Jenkins, & Warner, 1935). A
behavior system incorporates additional constraints based
on sensory-motor integration, sequences of responding,
the relation of motivation to stimulus and motor process
ing, and the overall regulation of the system.

Because many system constraints appear to have been
selected on the basis of their contribution to survival
and reproduction, it is not surprising that learned adap
tive behavior is readily generated by a behavior system
(Hollis, 1982). However, neither is it a surprise that a
behavior system can contribute to the acquisition ofmal
adaptive behavior as well. Both adaptive and maladap
tive behavior are related to mechanisms and processes
that in the animal's selection environment produce
strings ofresponses likely to lead to an adaptive outcome
(Timberlake & Lucas, 1989). Which outcome will occur
in a current circumstance will depend on the relation of
that circumstance to the original selection environment,
and on the potential contribution of prior learning.

Because we are dealing with specific mechanisms rather
than a general associative process, manipulating cir
cumstances ever so slightly may change adaptive into mal
adaptive behavior, and vice versa. For example, in the
case of a pig trained to carry and deposit a token to ob
tain food (Breland & Breland, 1961), a modest increase
in the instrumental requirement changed efficient car
rying into inefficient rooting. Apparently the resulting
delay was sufficient to set the stage for the expression of
the preorganized searching behavior of rooting.

The Study ofLearning Begins With the Study
ofBehavior

The traditional associative approach expended a good
deal of effort in isolating and precisely measuring
learned responding in order to eliminate the effects of
anthropomorphism and contamination from instinctive
behavior, prior learning, or changes in motivation. Given
that the initial behavior ofanimals in many learning en
vironments looks ineffective and random (Thorndike,
1911), it is not surprising that investigators began to
view learning as the means for constructing organized
responding out of minimally organized or random be
havior (Dashiell, 1937; Skinner, 1938; Timberlake,
1983b). The idea that learning constructed behavior al
most from scratch also fit well with the belief of many
Americans in equality and self-improvement through
learning and hard work (Boring, 1968).

However, this conceptual allegiance to the power of
learning was meliorated in practice by the care with
which good experimenters designed their apparatus and
procedures. In retrospect, learning researchers have been
remarkably good at tuning their apparatus and proce
dures to produce a reasonable correspondence between

environmentally defined responses and the processes
and system structure of a US and a species (Moore &
Stuttard, 1979; Timberlake, 1990; Timberlake & Lucas,
1989). Skinner (1938, 1956) presented an illuminating
account of tuning his apparatus and procedures to estab
lish the leverpress as an operant response. In the present
view, tuning is a means of manipulating important com
ponents of the underlying behavior system without for
mally considering its characteristics. In this area, the be
havior systems approach differs from the traditional
associative account only in requiring the experimenter to
explicitly acknowledge and substantiate the models of
behavior that have been implicitly used all along.

A critical first step in studying learning from a be
havior systems view is to establish the structures and
processes of a system. The level of analysis must go be
yond the traditional comparative approach ofmeasuring
sensory and motor capacities and include descriptions of
preorganized perceptual-motor combinations and their
relation to graded motivational states. Describing a sys
tem is accomplished by combining information about
important stimuli, response components, and motiva
tional states gained both from observations of freely oc
curring behavior and from the results of experimental
work in the laboratory and the field. Freely behaving an
imals regularly produce purposive strings of responses.
Close observation of animals in more restricted labora
tory settings frequently reveals abbreviated versions of
similar response strings.

Work on naturally occurring appetitive behavior is most
useful when the observers have manipulated aspects of
the circumstances to clarify the control of behavior. For
example, Morris (1958) established the nature of moti
vational control underlying the courtship behavior of
sticklebacks by examining the interruptibility of the
courtship sequence at different points. Similarly, labora
tory research is most useful when researchers tune their
procedures and apparatus to create ties to natural appe
titive behavior and report the topography ofthe resultant
behavior (Timberlake & Silva, 1994). For example,
Galef's (1990) work on how rats exchange information
about food locations provided a specific foraging con
text and examined the relation ofthe form ofthe rat's be
havior to its function in transmitting the information.

A behavior systems approach to learning also encour
ages and even requires consideration of issues ofdevel
opment, ecology, and evolution, as well as the neuro
physiological and genetic substrates underlying behavior.
The work of Fanselow and his associates (Fanselow,
1991, 1994; Fanselow & Lester, 1988) shows the advan
tages of establishing relations between the behavioral
expression of a defensive system in rats and its neuro
physiological underpinnings. The work of Hogan (1989,
1994) has shown how a behavior systems approach can
help us to understand the process of development of
pecking for food in chicks or dustbathing in jungle fowl.

In sum, the behavior systems approach produces learned
behavior based on the interaction of the mechanisms and
processes of the system with the constraints of the envi-
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ronment. Learned responding is not caused in a simple
way by the procedures of the experimenter; it is a com
plex reaction of the system to those procedures. The re
sults of a particular learning manipulation aid in the ul
timate process of generalization to the extent that they
reveal the specificity of underlying mechanisms and
processes. The more clearly the experimenter can spec
ify how learning fits into a behavior system, the clearer
will be the extent of the possible generalizations to other
circumstances and the ties to other levels of analysis.

AN EXAMPLE: PAVLOVIAN CONDITIONING
IN THE FEEDING SYSTEM OF RATS

For several years my laboratory has studied how the
feeding system of rats contributes to and is modified by
Pavlovian learning procedures. We have found it useful
to represent the feeding system of the rat as a hierarchy
of motivational states and perceptual-motor units, simi
lar to the systems proposed by classical ethologists to ac
count for the behavior related to reproduction in fish
(e.g., Baerends, 1976; Tinbergen, 1951). Our feeding
system (shown in Figure 1) represents a set of hypothe
ses and assumptions based on observations and experi
ments of ours and of many other researchers (e.g., Bar
nett, 1975; Calhoun, 1962; Ewer, 1971; Galef, 1990;
Steininger, 1950; Telle, 1966). The feeding system is
necessarily incomplete and provisional, but laying out a
concrete system allows predictions to be made and
tested and any necessary corrections to be incorporated
into the same basic framework.

There are five hypothesized levels: system, subsys
tem, mode, module, and action pattern. The system level
(not shown in Figure 1) refers to the tendency for be
havior and stimulus processing to be organized around
biologically important functions, such as reproduction
or feeding. Subsystems combine a subset ofstimulus sen
sitivities, response components, and motivational states
into strategies for advancing the function of the overall
system. For example, the predatory subsystem in the rat
involves sensitivity to moving stimuli and increased
likelihood of chase and capture responses.

Modes are motivational substates underlying the se
quential and temporal organization of appetitive strings
of responses. Modes can be distinguished roughly on
the basis oftheir proximity to food. Thus, a general search
mode, shown at the top middle right of Figure 1, is re
lated to stimuli and behaviors concerned with finding
food when food is not imminent,while afocal search mode
is related to stimuli and behavior dealing with imminent
food. When food is present, the animal enters a handling
consuming mode, in which action patterns related to
handling and feeding occur. Modules represent group
ings of stimulus filters, mechanisms of sensory integra
tion, and motor components and programs. For example,
in a predatory species, a moving object stimulates per
ceptual filters sensitive to movement that are related to
responses such as chasing and capturing. The four lev
els of control specified above combine to select and co
ordinate individual responses, termed action patterns.

Pavlovian and operant conditioning procedures can
be used to explore the nature ofthe behavior system and

SUBSYSTEM MODE MODULE ACTION
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Figure 1. A representation of the predatory subsystem of the feeding system of a rat. Subsystems
combine stimulus sensitivities, response components, and motivational states into strategies for deal
ing with subsets of the function of the overall system. Modes are motivational substates underlying
the sequential and temporal organization of appetitive strings of responses. Modules represent
groupings of stimulus fIlters, characteristic processing mechanisms, and particular motor programs.
Finally, action patterns refer to the actual responses.
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the role of learning in its expression. Pavlovian proce
dures allow the experimenter to manipulate the charac
teristics of a CS and its relation to a US, thereby explor
ing the nature of specific perceptual-motor modules and
motivational states. Because the experimenter does not
specify the conditional response (CR), it is free to reflect
motor organization related to the system, the perceptual
qualities of the CS, and its temporal and spatial relation
to the US. In operant conditioning, the experimenter can
create a juxtaposition between food delivery and the
form and/or frequency of a particular response, thereby
examining the organization and flexibility of the system.

Both conditioning procedures also can be used to test
predictions based on a specific behavior system. For ex
ample, using Pavlovian procedures, the experimenter
can manipulate the nature ofthe CS, the US, the temporal
spatial aspects of the CS-US relation, and the species to
test predictions about responding. Such data have been
reviewed previously by Timberlake, (l983b, 1990,
1993b, in press), Timberlake and Lucas (1989), and Tim
berlake and Silva (1994, in press). Below, I briefly indi
cate evidence for the effects of feeding system modules
and modes on Pavlovian conditioning.

Feeding System Modules in Conditioning
The modules shown in the right half of Figure 1 refer

to perceptual-motor units that combine stimulus filters,
motor components, and linkages among them. When a
cue passes a filter, it increases the probability of func
tional behavior in a hungry rat. In the case ofhighly pre
organized modules, stimulus filters are often narrowly
tuned for specific sensory qualities and produce pre
dictable response forms. In the case of less organized
modules, the stimulus filters may be broadly tuned, per
haps sensitive only to the physical and temporal prox
imity of the stimulus to food. Initial ties to responding
may also be relatively diffuse. We will briefly consider
examples reflecting both sets of characteristics.

Highly preorganized modules. The predatory capture
module in rats is a good example of a perceptual-motor
module with a narrowly tuned filter connected to well
organized response components. There is a strong link
between a small moving stimulus and motor patterns re
lated to chasing and attempting to capture and subdue
the stimulus. For example, simply rolling a ball bearing
past an active rat produces rapid approach and contact
with the bearing about 25% of the time, with responses
that resemble how a rat deals with moving insects. An
other example of a preorganized perceptual-motor unit
is the social module. Presenting another rat as a stimu
lus will produce frequent approach and interaction with
the stimulus rat, including sniffing the anogenital area,
grooming, and crawling over. Following either a ball
bearing or a rat with food produces an increase in the
frequency and complexity of interaction with the stimu
lus. In the case of the ball bearing, the rats began to dig
the bearing out ofthe entry hole, carry it to the end ofthe
cage, and gnaw, drop, and repeatedly retrieve it (Timber
lake et al., 1981). Rats presented with food following ac-

cess to a stimulus rat increase anticipatory approach to
the location of the rat and sniffing of the mouth and head
(Timberlake, 1983b; Timberlake & Grant, 1975).

Some highly preorganized modules do not even re
quire the presence of food to increase integration and
performance. Simple repeated exposure to relevant stim
ulus conditions is sufficient. For example, food-deprived
rats rapidly begin to efficiently search a radial arm maze
in the absence of any food on the maze (Timberlake &
White, 1990). Rats also run straight alleys and more
complex choice mazes efficiently in the absence offood
(Brant & Kavanau, 1965; Timberlake, 1983a).

It is important to realize, though, that increases in re
sponding are not an inevitable outcome of the presence
of a highly preorganized module. Some modules do not
increase responding even (or especially) when followed
immediately and reliably by food. This result may be due
to a weak relation between a particular module and the
feeding system and/or a strong relation between the
module and a conflicting system. For example, adult rats
readily approach and interact with a 20- to 30-day-old
juvenile rat, thereby providing evidence for a perceptual
motor module involving social interaction with juve
niles. However, in contrast to the increase in interaction
with adult rats that are paired with food, pairing a juve
nile with food does not affect the level of interaction
(Timberlake, 1983b). Presumably this result differs from
that for the adults because approaching juveniles is not
included in the adult feeding system. This possibility
makes sense if we recall that juveniles are still depen
dent on adults for information about the location and
safety of diet items (Galef, 1990).

In a similar experiment, male hamsters were used to
signal food for another hamster. Although male ham
sters apparently have a perceptual-motor module sup
porting social interaction with other males, there are
reasons to predict that this module should not be an im
portant part of the hamster feeding system. Hamsters
are not social feeders; they tend to be solitary, except in
reproduction. Thus, pairing a hamster with food should
at best have no effect on and might produce a decrease
in social interaction because of the possibility of food
competition. In a test of this prediction, pairing a ham
ster with food actually decreased approach, which re
covered to baseline levels when the food was removed
(Timberlake, 1983b).

Less preorganized modules. In numerous laboratory
situations, there has been little evidence of striking per
ceptual-motor organization prior to conditioning. In
many cases, only orienting responses are shown to the
CS when it is presented alone (Holland, 1980). However,
when the same CS is paired with food, well-formed re
sponses rapidly emerge and in fact may resist the effects
of negative response contingencies that omit food if the
animal responds. For example, pigeons rarely peck illu
minated keys, but readily peck ifthe lighted key predicts
imminent food (Hearst & Jenkins, 1974); the pigeons
persist in pecking even if it costs them feeding opportu
nities. Other bird species also engage illuminated keys
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paired with food by using motor patterns similar to those
used in foraging (Kamil & Mauldin, 1988). Also, blue
gourami aggressively move to the location where a rival
will appear when a predictive light appears (Hollis,
1990), while quail will move rapidly to the location
where they will be able to see a receptive female (Dom
jan, 1994). Obviously, the absence of significant uncon
ditional expression of responses to the CS prior to train
ing does not mean that no module exists. Rather, it
appears that a stimulus pairing or a response contin
gency is necessary to produce the level of motivation,
perceptual tuning, and/or stimulus-response integration
necessary for reliable expression of the module.

It might be argued that operant conditioning effects are
less likely than Pavlovian effects to be based on preorga
nized perceptual-motor modules. But this is not necessar
ily the case. For example, rolling a ball bearing predicting
food past a variety of rodent species has failed to produce
the high level of interaction readily shown by rats. How
ever, requiring that the animal contact the ball bearing in
order to obtain food has revealed a variety of species-typ
ical patterns of contact that resemble how the species in
teracts with crickets (Timberlake & Washburne, 1989).
For example, the California mouse (Peromyscus califor
nicus) contacts the bearing with lunge-bites, paws out
stretched, and mouth open, while spiny mice (Acomys ca
harinus) run beside the bearing, biting at it intermittently.

Even the traditional instrumental responses of key
pecking in pigeons and maze running in rats appear to
require some form ofpreorganization to account for their
rapid emergence under Pavlovian contingencies and/or
simple exposure. Butsurely leverpressing is assembled
through the arbitrary strengthening action of reinforce
ment? Perhaps not. Skinner (1938) pointed out that with
a sufficiently long trial there was an operant baseline level
ofleverpressing. Stokes and Balsam (1991) have docu
mented that the components of reinforced leverpressing
exist in the initial exploratory behavior of the rat.

There is, though, one area of obvious arbitrary asso
ciations. A counterbalanced discrimination experiment
requires that each stimulus is both rewarded and unre
warded, depending on the subgroup ofanimals. But this
fact is not evidence against perceptual-motor modules,
only evidence that they can be tuned by means ofstimulus
and/or response contingencies related to access to food.

In short, learned behavior is surprisingly preorga
nized. When a rat enters a situation involving food, it
"brings with it" structures and processes relevant to for
aging and learning about the location and characteristics
of food. Preorganized is not a code word for "genetic";
it is simply a statement that in subjects of a particular
age exposed to a particular range ofenvironments, there
exist certain modules, modes, and systems. Ethologists,
such as Kruijt (1964), and psychologists such as Bolles
and Woods (1964) and Gottlieb (1976) have documented
the emergence of explicit sensory and motor organiza
tion during development.

Hogan (1984, 1989) has gone further in studying the
role of learning in the development of deprivation-

related pecking in young chicks (see Hogan, 1994, Fig
ure 6). Apparently, pecking is unrelated to deprivation
until the chick has eaten its first meal. This seemed in
tuitively reasonable from several standpoints until Hogan
clarified the mechanisms involved. The connection be
tween pecking and deprivation is not limited to the nor
mal ingestion of food, but can be triggered by allowing
the chick to peck grain that cannot be ingested (because
it is glued to the substrate) and then force-feeding the
chick the nonnutritive substance of sawdust. Such a
roundabout technique clarifies that the feeding system
has evolved to depend on learning for its development,
but in a way that is based on system-specific rather than
general mechanisms.

The Contribution ofModes
The modules in Figure I can be viewed as candidates

for different sequences of behavior (moving top to bot
tom). The sequence that occurs in a particular circum
stance will be determined by the way in which these pos
sible links interact with the environmental stimuli and
constraints. Figure 2A shows a sequence ofmodules that
could readily occur in the case ofa hungry rat searching
for food (Timberlake & Silva, in press). Beginning with
the modules at the top of the figure, the rat engages in
locomotor search in response to general environmental
stimuli until it encounters a distal moving stimulus, where
upon it gives chase until it captures it. The rat then tests
the prey item by biting and turning it until it discovers
edible portions, which it chews and swallows.

In addition to showing how purposive strings of re
sponses can emerge from interaction with the environ
ment, Figure 2A also indicates that a purposive string is
supported by a sequence ofmotivational modes (the left
most column). A typical sequence of modes related to
feeding begins with general search, moves to focal search,
to handling-consuming, and back to (postfood) focal
search, and then returns either to handling-consuming or
general search, depending on the immediate probability
of more food items. Evoking particular modes and their
transitions is initially dependent on the unconditional
priming qualities of particular cues. For example, pre
senting a distal moving stimulus to a hungry rat should
have two effects: It should increase the strength of the
general search state and elicit modules related to loco
motor search and chase.

Following several instances of successful predation
under similar stimulus conditions (essentially learning
trials), search modes should come under the control of
other temporal and spatial cues in the environment to the
extent that they are reliable predictors of food. For ex
ample, examination ofFigure 2A suggests that the chase
module (controlling responses of tracking and running
after a moving stimulus) is most strongly related to gen
eral and early focal search modes, whereas the test mod
ule (controlling holding and gnawing) is more strongly
related to later focal search and handling-consuming
modes. In addition, we have data suggesting that with
sufficient experience in a particular situation, the focal
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search mode is extended in time and space, whereas the
handling-consuming mode becomes more confined to
cues highly correlated with the delivery of food.

By combining the assumption that modes depend on
spatial and temporal proximity to food (as well as par
ticular stimuli and previous training), it is possible to
make testable predictions about the form and control of
learned responding under a variety of Pavlovian manip
ulations. For example, in the traditional associative ac
count of the effects of the CS-US interval on respond
ing, conditional responding peaks at brief intervals and
decreases rapidly as the interval increases in size. This
prediction follows from the notion that the associative
strength linking two stimuli is a largely decreasing func
tion of the time interval between them.

The behavior systems approach leads to a different
prediction: the shortest CS-US intervals should best
condition a handling-consuming mode and related re
sponses; a slightly longer CS-US interval should better

condition a focal search mode and related responses;
and an even longer CS-US interval should best condi
tion a more general search mode and related responses.
The behavior systems approach may help explain several
empirical characteristics of Pavlovian conditioning. In
the case of a food US, responses related to the handling
consuming mode, such as salivation, and to extreme
focal search behavior, such as nosing or digging in the
food tray, should show peak conditioned responding
close to the onset ofthe US. In contrast, responses related
to a more distant focal search or a general search mode,
such as manipulating a lever or approaching a rat, should
show timing functions with peaks occurring when the
animal is more distant from food. The same should be
true of physiological indicators of more general arousal,
such as heart rate acceleration (Schneiderman, 1972).

I offer four examples in which presentation of the same
CS produces different forms of responding as a function of
the CS-US interval. These effects appear to relate to the
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Figure 2A. Inputs and outputs to selected modules and their related modes
taken from the feeding system ofthe rat shown in Figure 1. The dotted lines, pro
ceeding from the top to the bottom of the figure, show how a predatory string of
responses can easily emerge from a behavior system in the presence of appropri
ate stimulus conditions.
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Figure 28. Inputs and outputs to the modules and modes of Figure 2A when an artificial moving stimulus
(a ball bearing) is used rather than a naturally Occurring prey item and a moderate CS-US interval is imposed
between the delivery of the bearing and food. A major change from the appetitive string shown in Figure 2A
is required because the animal cannot complete the usual string of responses by opening and eating the bear
ing, so the rat must make a transition to directing focal search and handling behavior to the food tray.

conditioning of different search modes and responses re
lated to them. The first instance concerns manipulation of
the CS-US interval between presentation ofa rolling ball
bearing and food. The CS intervals were 2.6 and 7.6 sec.
Figure 2B shows the potential modes and responses related
to a moving stimulus predicting food. There are two major
differences between Figures 2B and 2A. The first is that
when the CS is a ball bearing rather than an insect, the an
imal must at some point give up holding and gnawing the
bearing and direct its testing and handling behavior to
ward the feeder. As might be expected, rats do not make
this transition gracefully. It is like switching prey items
when you are about to eat. In fact, many rats figure out
ways to combine holding the bearing and going to the
feeder. For example, several rats placed the ball bearing in
the feeder, picked up the pellet, and then picked up the
bearing again and held and gnawed it further.

The second difference from Figure 2A is the dark ver
tical line on the right side of Figure 2B that shows how

the temporal relation between the bearing and food de
livery appears to interact with the system when the
CS-US interval is 7.6 sec or more. This CS-US interval
conditions more general and some focal search modes.
The rat treats the ball bearing as a prey item, chasing,
seizing, carrying, and gnawing it before eventually giving
it up in favor ofgoing to the food tray. A similar line on the
right side of Figure 2C shows how a CS-US interval of
2.6 sec interacts with the system. This shorter CS-US in
terval conditions extreme focal search and handling-con
suming modes. The moving stimulus is used as a cue to ap
proach and dig and burrow in the food tray.Data supporting
this account can be found in Timberlake et al. (1982).

Domjan (1994) has applied a similar approach to the
study of the effects of the CS-US interval on the condi
tioning of male Japanese quail to a light predicting vi
sual access to a receptive female quail. Akins, Domjan,
and Gutierrez (1994) compared the delay conditioning
effects ofa 30-sec CS with those of a 1,200-sec CS. The
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Figure 2C. Inputs and outputs to the modules and modes of Figure 2A when an artifi

cial moving stimulus (a ball bearing) is used rather than a naturally occurring prey item
and a short CS-US interval is imposed between the delivery ofthe bearing and food. The
shorter CS-US interval is assumed to condition the focal search and handling modes,
thereby supporting going to the food tray rather than interacting with the bearing.

30-sec CS strongly conditioned approach to the area in
which visual access to the female was presented. The
1,200-sec CS did not increase approach to the vicinity of
visual access, suggesting an absence of conditioning.
However, the 1,200-sec CS markedly increased locomo
tor activity-just what would be expected ifa general in
stead of a focal search mode were conditioned by the
1,200-sec CS-US interval.

An example that relates modes to a specific neuro
physiological substrate is found in the work of Fanselow
and his associates (Fanselow, 1991, 1994; Fanselow &
Lester, 1988). Fanselow has identified a temporal di
mension of predatory imminence related to the occur
rence of an aversive event (shock). By manipulating the
CS-US interval between the predictive stimulus and
shock, he has shown that this temporal dimension can be
divided into three modes related to the negative event.
Each mode is associated with a particular set of activat-

ing stimuli and consequent behaviors; two modes are
also related to particular anatomical structures in the
brain. A preencounter mode is activated by receiving
stimuli with some predatory potential; it produces cau
tion and avoidance. A postencounter mode is activated by
the detection ofa predator and produces freezing, potenti
ated startle, and opiate analgesia. This mode is related to
the ventral periaqueductal gray and the amygdala. A circa
strike mode is activated when contact with the predator is
present or immediate and involves attack and defensive
fighting, escape, displays, and nonopiate analgesia. This
mode is related to the dorsolateral periaqueductal gray and
the superior colliculus (see Fanselow, this volume).

Finally, Matthews and Lerer (1987) have provided
strong evidence that modes both support response strings
and can be conditioned to external stimuli. In their ex
periment, hungry pigeons were presented with grain each
30 sec. During the interfood interval, a keylight went
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from dim to very bright, so that the first 10 sec were dim,
the second 10 sec averaged a medium intensity, and the
third 10 sec averaged very bright. This procedure pro
duced a consistent ordering of responses. The pigeons
showed circling away from the hopper during the first 10
sec interval, wal1-directed behavior during the second
10 sec, and increased pecking during the final 10 sec.

In the behavior systems view, presenting food on a
regular basis conditioned a sequence of modes begin
ning (after postfood focal search) with a general search
mode, then a focal search mode, and final1y a handling
consuming mode. The predictable changes in the in
tensity of keylight il1umination should come to control
the underlying modes. Compared with what we know
about a pigeon's feeding system, the behavior during
the first 10 sec resembled circling components of gen
eral ground foraging; the behavior during the second
10 sec may have related to food begging; the behavior
during the last 10 sec resembled response related to food
acquisition and handling, such as procuring or breaking
open seeds.

These data do not require a behavior systems analysis
if one argues that the pigeons somehow acquired a
learned response chain in which the results of each re
sponse served as a stimulus for producing the next re
sponse. However, Matthews and Lerer (1987) ran a series
oftest conditions which cast doubt on the response-chain
account. In one test procedure, the change in il1umination
of the keylight was reversed, beginning as a bright light
and growing successively dimmer. The pigeons' behav
ior reversed to coincide with the lighting changes. They
pecked predominately during the first 10 sec, continued
with wal1-directed behavior in the second 10 sec, and
ended with circling behavior. These data show easy reor
ganization of the order of responding, and indicate that
the responses expressed are supported by motivational
modes conditioned to different levels of illumination.

In short, conditioned search modes appear to be an
important determinant of sequences ofresponding. Other
things equal, the results of manipulating the CS-US in
terval in Pavlovian conditioning can be predicted and
understood as a product of the temporal proximity of the
CS and food. Different responses should peak at pre
dictable CS-US intervals determined by which mode
the response is most related to. Also, the same stimulus
should be able to condition different responses, again
depending upon the CS-US interval. Short CS-US
intervals are more likely to produce focal search and
handling-consuming related responses. Long CSs are most
likely to produce responses related to a general search
mode. Other dimensions of proximity between the CS
and the US, such as spatial or contingency relations, may
also be understandable in terms of the conditioning of
modes and their related responses. For example, the
more reliable a contingency, the more likely a handling
consuming mode will be strongly conditioned, whereas
the less reliable, the more likely a general search mode
wil1 be relatively stronger.

PROSPECTS FOR INTEGRATION

It is important to emphasize that associative and func
tional accounts are neither mutual1y exclusive nor nec
essarily contradictory (Timberlake, 1993b). They are,
though, different. Over the course of this paper, I have
highlighted several differences in conceptual analysis
and emphasis between associative and behavior systems
accounts of Pavlovian conditioning. These differences
extend even to the level of data-taking and focus. The
behavior systems approach views response topography
as primary data and inference of potential ecological
function as a critical step in analyzing learning. The as
sociative approach focuses on the rate or latency of a
simple environmental1y defined response that is as
sumed to index the strength of simple associations that
are based on the general laws oflearning (Timberlake &
Silva, 1994). The lack of overlap in these accounts ar
gues that the two approaches could profitably be com
bined to produce a more complete account. However,
many factors mitigate against such an integration (Jenk
ins, 1979); they include the tradition of critical tests, per
ceived drawbacks to the behavior systems approach, and
the perceived sufficiency of the associative approach.

The Critical Test Tradition
One stumbling block to integration is the time-hon

ored tradition of the critical test. A critical test involves
the careful contrast of alternative hypotheses in a sort of
scientific shoot-out, at the end of which only one view
is left standing (Platt, 1964). Because the associative
and behavior systems approaches can be used to account
for the results of similar manipulations, it is inevitable
that their predictions wil1 be pitted against each other.
Much can be gained by contrasting alternative hypothe
ses in a single experiment. The process often leads to a
more careful consideration and clearer specification of
how a theory is constructed and applied. For example, I
think it would be enlightening to determine whether be
havior in the first half of an interfood interval reflects
inhibition, as the associative view suggests, or general
search, as suggested by the behavior systems approach.

It seems equal1y as enlightening, though, to focus on
potential areas of agreement and complementarity. For
example, inhibition offocal search behaviors may not be
incompatible with excitation ofgeneral search behaviors.
It could be that general search modes compete with focal
search modes for conditioning and/or expression. I would
like to see a new tradition of critical tests that identified
potential commonalities and complementary qualities as
wel1 as important differences. The history oflearning re
search contains numerous examples in which one view
point was dispatched by a critical experiment, only to re
turn years later, its warts stil1 preserved by inactivity,
summoned as the shortcomings of the initial1y victori
ous view cumulated (e.g., Wasserman, 1993). In at least
some cases, it would have been more efficient in the long
run to combine rather than eliminate alternative views.
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Perceived Drawbacks to the Behavior Systems
Approach

Reviewers of this set of papers expressed several
considerations about the behavior systems approach. I
have grouped them as they relate to issues of potential
integration.

Behavior systems are too complex. A common objec
tion to the behavior systems approach is its apparent
complexity. The sheer number of initial assumptions
contrasts unfavorably with the apparent sleek economy
of the traditional concept that behavior is based on the
reinforcement of simple connections. I believe, though,
that this argument misses the mark. The source of the
contrast is not so much the complexity ofa behavior sys
tem, but the failure of the traditional associative account
to acknowledge and make clear the full set of assump
tions and requirements necessary for its testing and ap
plication. To establish a rat feeding system is simply to
make explicit what experimenters deal with in tuning
their apparatus, procedures, and measures in order to
test hypotheses about apparently simple associative
mechanisms (Timberlake 1993a, 1993b; Timberlake &
Silva, in press). I believe that it is better in the long run
to state and test one's model ofthe animal than simply to
incorporate it into the apparatus and procedure.

The behavior systems approach is actually quite sim
ple: Determine the operating characteristics ofa system,
hypothesize how they relate to learning, and use manip
ulations to explore the multiple causal sequences pres
ent. The complexity of the behavior systems approach
lies at the level of establishing the characteristics of the
system. But that is where it should be. In the behavior
systems approach, tuning has conceptual meaning and
direction and its results are preserved. The overt sim
plicity of the associative account continues to disappear
as researchers carefully investigate mechanisms of at
tention and other cognitive processes involved in stan
dard learning paradigms, such as serial conditioning
(Kehoe, 1982). Adding a behavior systems approach
may provide a larger framework for combining issues of
attention and cognition with motivation, evolution, and
neurophysiology.

Behavior systems are idiosyncratic. It has been sug
gested that the behavior systems approach is idiosyn
cratic, both in terms of a lack of generality across sys
tems and species, and because investigators may propose
different versions or predictions of a system. Although
each behavior system may be specific to a particular
species and function, it is the kind ofspecificity that ap
pears to encourage several dimensions ofgeneralization,
thereby moving comparative research beyond the stage
of cataloguing. A lot of the specificity is in the particu
lar perceptual motor modules that constitute a particular
system. At least qualitatively, motivational modes ap
pear as relevant to courtship in quail (Domjan, 1994)
and to defensive behavior in rats (Fanselow, 1994) as
they do to foraging in rats. I would not be surprised if
similar modes were relevant to feeding in Hogan's chicks
as well (Hogan, 1984). The point is that generalizations

are likely to be based on similar selection pressures and
homologous perceptual and motor characteristics. This
sort of generalization has been too often missing from
the history of comparative research on learning.

It has also been suggested that the behavior systems
approach is idiosyncratic in that it can only be used for
prediction by the person who has outlined the system
(e.g., Mazur, 1990). To anyone unfamiliar with a behav
ior system, the predictions may appear to emerge unex
pectedly and therefore idiosyncratically. However, a be
havior system is a generally accessible set of hypotheses
that is generated by combinations of inductive and de
ductiveprocesses (seeDomjan, 1994;Timberlake, 1983b).
The representation of the rat's feeding system shown in
Figure 1 was created over several years, to summarize
and integrate the data of a dozen or more investigators.
It is a theory of the structures and processes and their re
lation to a rat's feeding behavior. The boxes and lines
represent hypotheses and assumptions about behavior
that lead to predictions and are subject to test and
improvement.

Learning versus performance. In part because of its
concern with the form of responding and lack of focus
on associations, there is a tendency to view the behavior
systems approach as having to do with performance
rather than learning (see, e.g., Davey, 1989). It is true
that learning in a behavior system is not defined pre
cisely in terms of a particular set of procedures or an
exact number of associations; however, a behavior sys
tem both suggests what forms learning may take and
serves as a framework for defining learning and relating
it to behavior. The general principles oflearning require
a similar framework for dealing with learning, but it is
only implicit in the careful tuning of experimental pro
cedures and apparatus. The traditional belief that learn
ing can be neatly isolated from behavior speaks more to
the historical determination ofexperimenters to separate
learning from motivation and instinct than to the evolu
tionary and developmental history ofthe organism under
study (Galef, 1988; Timberlake, 1990; Timberlake &
Silva, 1994).

Two points seem worth making. First, behavior re
flects the ways in which learning is related to evolutionary
selection pressures. To throwaway systematic informa
tion contained in the form and patterning of responding
is a mistake. In fact, the form ofresponding can be a bet
ter window on the nature of learning than can more tra
ditional measures of frequency, amplitude, or rate. Re
call that both the form and the orientation of rats'
responding shifted as a function of different intervals
between a ball bearing CS and a food US (Timberlake
et aI., 1982). Under short intervals the rat went to the
food tray, under longer intervals to the ball bearing. It is
not clear how to deal with this difference in behavior
without some theoretical guidance. The decision of
whether to measure a single response (approach to the
bearing or approach to the food tray) or two responses
(approach to the bearing and to the food tray) has criti
cal implications for the conclusions drawn.
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Second, the traditional belief that learning can and
must be separated from performance seems based in part
on the assumption that learning in a pure and simplified
form occurs at the neurophysiological level, if we could
but measure it. To the contrary, as we know more about
learning at a neurophysiological level, the more related
it seems to be to the circumstances. The type of stimu
lus and response, the immediate history of neuronal
spiking, the relative local concentrations of enzymes,
the fit of event timing with ongoing neural firing pat
terns, and the stage of the day-night cycle all appear to
affect and be incorporated in the learning (Kandel,
Schwartz, & Jessell, 1991). Thus, perhaps especially at
the neural level, learning occurs and is expressed within
a complex system.

Taking this lesson back to the level of overt behavior,
it seems evident that the study oflearning requires more
attention to the processing, motor, and motivational as
pects of the system within which it occurs. Understand
ing such a system would be improved by more careful
consideration of the circumstances of learned behavior,
including establishing the role of competition between
and within modes for the final common pathway of ex
pression (McFarland & Sibley, 1975), clarifying how a
CS may relate to more than one mode, and discovering
whether the qualities of a CS that engage specific highly
integrated modules are processed differently than its
spatial-temporal relation to reward.

Precursors and contemporaries. Several reviewers
were concerned that precursors and contemporaries of
the behavior systems approach were not adequately
credited. As pointed out elsewhere (Timberlake, 1983b;
Timberlake & Silva, 1994; Timberlake & Silva, in
press), I am delighted to acknowledge the debt ofthis ap
proach to the ethologists-especially to Tinbergen(1951),
but also to Baerends (1988), Kruijt (1964), Lorenz
(1981), and others. Though initially it was generated dif
ferently, the behavior systems approach can readily be
seen as an extension of Tinbergen's hierarchical model
that focuses more on learning and spends more effort
separating the priming effects of motivation from the
specific temporal and sequential organization ofbehav
ior (Timberlake & Silva, in press). This approach also
shares important assumptions and goals with a number
ofpsychologists interested in combining laboratory and
field techniques in the study of naturally occurring
learning (Bolles, 1970; Davey, 1989; Garcia & Garcia y
Robertson, 1985; Hollis, 1990; Kamil, 1988; Shettle
worth, 1993).

Finally, the behavior systems approach shares com
mon ground with a number of laboratory approaches
that emphasize the importance ofa sequence of motiva
tional states in Pavlovian conditioning (e.g., Konorski,
1967; Solomon & Corbit, 1974; Wagner, 1981). Each of
these approaches is valuable because it emphasizes phe
nomena not well accounted for in the traditional asso
ciative approach. The work of Konorski comes espe
cially close to the behavior systems view in arguing that
Pavlovian learning involves the conditioning of two mo-

tivational states, a preparatory (drive) state and a con
summatory state. The preparatory state is assumed to
support the conditioning of diffuse excitatory prepara
tory responses at relatively long CS-US intervals, while
the consummatory state supports the conditioning of
precise focused responses at short CS-US intervals.

Although Konorski's (1967) view overlaps consider
ably with the present approach, there appear to be sev
eral differences worth exploring. One is that Konorski's
approach does not separate the preparatory state into
substates or modes, such as general search and focal
search. As a result, there does not appear to be as strong
a basis for predicting the different shapes of responding
as a function of the CS-US interval. Another difference
is that Konorski's view lacks the stimulus-response
specificity provided by the perceptual-motor modules
of a behavior system. His approach predicts only diffuse
excitatory responses for the preparatory state and uses a
variant of stimulus substitution to predict responses in
the consummatory state. In the behavior systems ap
proach, modules provide the basis for predicting the form
of specific focused responses in the presence of partic
ular stimuli. Perhaps most importantly, in the behavior
systems' view specific modules and their responses can
be engaged in preparatory as well as consummatory
states. Thus, there should be instances of specific as well
as diffuse responding in the preparatory state, depending
on the stimulus conditions.

The Perceived Adequacy ofthe Associative Account
Given the data and arguments reviewed above and in

the accompanying three symposium articles, it might be
assumed that the behavior systems account is a worth
while addition to the traditional associative approach.
But this is by no means a universal view. As reviewers of
these papers have pointed out, much of the data sup
porting the behavior systems account can be explained
in a post hoc fashion by simple associative mechanisms.
More complex behavior can be dealt with by combining
more complex associative phenomena such as inhibi
tion, latent inhibition, blocking, overshadowing, context
conditioning, and configurallearning. The neurophysi
ological data can be dealt with as the localized realiza
tion of associative connections. As for any remaining
puzzles, it has been argued that it is no surprise that evo
lution and species-typical behavior have a contribution
to behavior (Skinner, 1966).

The associative approach is a powerful and familiar
set of concepts, laws, and procedures. It has served well
for over 100 years, and there is life in it yet. It has been
revised and added to extensively in the last 30 years and
still makes quantitatively accurate predictions oflearned
performance. Why abandon it? More often than not, the
conservatism ofmainstream science in rejecting new al
ternatives is justifiable. Please notice, though, that the
argument is not to abandon the associative approach in
favor ofan alternative view, but to embed associations in
a more inclusive and specific framework. Associative
mechanisms are not the problem. The difficulties are
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similar to those raised with the behavior systems ap
proach: a lack of completeness and an element of idio
syncrasy in its predictions.

The associative approach is incomplete. It seems evi
dent that the associative account is an incomplete guide
to the broad sweep of behavior (Timberlake, in press).
Experience in some form may affect every response. But
Pavlovian and operant conditioning paradigms are not
adequate explanations for all experience-based changes
in behavior. Though the pressure to expand the associa
tive approach to account for all behavior has been large,
many important phenomena still do not readily fall out
ofa simple associative approach: motivational sequences,
regulation, adaptation, preorganized perceptual-motor
organization, and the course of development and evolu
tion. An approach like behavior systems seems an im
portant addition to help organize and summarize the
myriad determinants of behavior (Timberlake, 1993a).

More importantly for our purposes here, the associa
tive account also is an incomplete guide to laboratory
learning. One major difficulty is the prediction of the
form ofthe conditional response. In constrained Pavlov
ian paradigms, it was possible to argue that the form of
the response was accounted for by stimulus substitution,
the notion that the CS substituted for the US in eliciting
unconditioned responding. However, strings ofappetitive
responses frequently do not resemble consummatory be
havior, particularly in the case of long CS-US intervals
and CSs that readily fit perceptual-motor organization
concerned with searching for rather than consuming food.

Temporal conditioning paradigms (fixed-time intervals
of food presentation) created similar problems for a stim
ulus substitution view. Interfood behavior frequently fails
to resemble consummatory behavior (e.g., Matthews &
Lerer, 1987; Reberg, Innis, Mann, & Eizenga, 1978). At
one time, this complexity was attributed to superstitious
operant conditioning (Skinner, 1948). Accidental pairings
of periodic reward with a response generated a positive
feedback loop between the probability of responding and
the probability of reward. The first difficulty with this
clever explanation was that, in longer interfood intervals,
responses such as drinking or attacking a conspecific
emerged following rather than preceding food (Falk,
1971; Staddon, 1977; Timberlake & Lucas, 1991). The
second difficulty was that behavior in short interfood in
tervals appeared too similar to be generated by accidental
pairings. Staddon and Simmelhag (1971) reported that all
their pigeons pecked and/or engaged in wall-directed re
sponses. Timberlake and Lucas (1985) reported wall-di
rected behavior or ground foraging behavior, depending
on the proximity of the feeder to a wall.

A second issue concerns the failure of the associative
approach to account for the critical contribution of the
experimenter's choice of apparatus, procedures, and
species in making the approach work. Most scientists
admire simplicity in theories. The more economical and
aesthetically pleasing a law, the more inclined we are to
accept it and assume its accuracy. For researchers who
admire the apparent clarity and simplicity ofthe general

laws of association, consider what the experimenter
must add in the way of the tuning of the apparatus and
procedures to allow a test of these laws. To focus this
problem further, suppose an independent testing body
hired a young physicist to test the general laws of learn
ing. Given enough time and some talent for watching an
imals, the physicist could probably produce examples of
learning laws. But he/she would have done so by redis
covering the relevant procedures, apparatus, and knowl
edge of the species.

Admittedly, all sciences employ a logic-in-use that is
not contained in their theories. The question is whether
what is left to the procedures and apparatus is systematic
and important enough to be represented in the theoreti
cal approach. I think the answer for learning is "yes."
That the predominate arbitrary instrumental responses
in learning (maze running and leverpressing in rats, key
light pecking in pigeons) emerge under simple exposure
or CS-US pairings implies a level of organization that
must be considered systematically.

The associative approach is idiosyncratic. The history
oflearning research is filled with contradictory theories
of the determinants of learning, contradictory interpre
tations of the same data, and remarkably different criti
cal tests. Individual laboratories show marked differ
ences in the specifics oftheir procedures for deprivation,
transportation, and adaptation of the animals to the ap
paratus. Accounts ofextinction continue to show unique
variations among individual researchers.

If such arguments for idiosyncrasy are not sufficiently
convincing, consider asking a group oflearning researchers
to predict the outcome of a simple but slightly out-of-the
ordinary manipulation, such as the relative amount of for
ward and backward conditioning with different CS-US in
tervals. The problem is not just the pragmatic one of trying
to agree on a common measure ofconditioning, but a con
ceptual one as well. Which ofthe myriad concepts in the as
sociative arsenal should be invoked to make the predic
tions? Should we invoke one set of concepts to explain the
results of forward conditioning and another to explain
backward conditioning? How can we hedge our bets about
the order of conditioning? Because Fran Silva and I have
asked this question of several researchers, I can report that
these data show high individual variance.

It might be argued that backward conditioning is an
unfairly complex phenomenon, but why? The circum
stances of backward conditioning appear to occur with
some regularity in freely behaving animals. But the con
cern may be moot, because I have good reason to expect
similar variability in responses if we had asked for pre
dictions on the results ofa serial conditioning procedure.
I believe that surprisingly idiosyncratic explanations of
many learning phenomena occur in part because there
actually is no single associative account that adequately
covers the field of learning. Instead, there are combina
tions ofconcepts, manipulations, and measures that work
together in particular circumstances.

In sum, conceiving of learning as limited to particu
lar paradigms, and of behavior as constructed primarily
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from simple learned associations, has produced an in
complete and perhaps surprisingly idiosyncratic account
of Pavlovian conditioning. It focuses on the structure
provided by the experimenter's manipulations instead of
on the functional behavior systems of animals and how
they adjust to constraints. The general success of mod
els of learning based on connections between simple el
ements has been bought at the cost of some uncertainty
as to their generalizability to situations that have not
been tuned by experimenters to isolate the determinants
and effects of interest. Although the isolation of phe
nomena for the purposes of study is a powerful tech
nique dating back at least to the study of spinal reflexes
(Sherrington, 1906), it is ultimately an incomplete ven
ture that must be embedded within a larger framework to
account for behavior (Fearing, 1930; Sherrington, 1906;
Timberlake, 1993b).

CONCLUSIONS

There are many positive aspects of both associative
and behavior system approaches to Pavlovian condition
ing. The elimination of either one would leave out part
of the known characteristics oflearned behavior. The as
sociative account has focused attention on variables such
as the frequency and intensity of the US, the CS-US in
terval and contingency relation, the context, and multi
ple and configural aspects of stimuli. Data supporting
the importance of most of these variables has been
accumulating during most of this century. Adaptive
evolutionary accounts of learning have been around
equally as long, but the specific relation of the behavior
systems approach to laboratory learning has been ex
plored systematically only briefly. During this time the
behavior systems account has successfully predicted the
form and ease of conditioning as a function of a variety
of CSs and USs, as well as effects of the temporal and
spatial proximity of the CS and US.

There is a strong tendency to focus exclusively on the
associative approach because it is familiar and because
of the apparent power and simplicity of its general laws.
There is little question that the accumulated evidence for
associations is impressive and important. However, as
argued above, the simplicity of associative laws is mis
leading. Extensive tuning and experience are necessary
to apply them. Further, in practice the apparent coher
ence of the associative approach has begun to fragment
(probably necessarily) into subareas concerned with spe
cific types of problem in specific subsets of procedure.

The associative approach to Pavlovian conditioning is
relatively weak in areas where the behavior systems ap
proach has strengths. The latter deals readily with pre
diction of response form, the relation of stimulus filter
ing to learning, and constraints on learning. On the
associative side, stimulus substitution makes relatively
specific predictions about the form of responding
(though see Hearst & Jenkins, 1974), but these are fre
quently wrong, especially when applied to relatively
long CS-US intervals (Fanselow, 1989; Timberlake,

1986). The concepts ofstimulus salience and configural
conditioning can be used quite cleverly, but unless they
can be tied successfully to a single physical dimension,
they are difficult to pin down. Finally, the treatment of
ecological constraints on learning has been particularly
unsatisfying. Obvious differences in conditioning have
been attributed to the post hoc labels of "constraints"
and "preparedness," a circular and ultimately not very
interesting explanation.

The behavior systems approach can also contribute an
enduring framework for the study of learned behavior.
The focus of associative models on manipulations and
simple associations has meant that experimenters some
times have tested theories to the detriment of finding out
more about their subjects as functioning systems. Thus,
when a particular theory is wrong, the theory and the
data collected in testing it are left behind. In contrast, a
behavior system can be added to and corrected by fur
ther experimental results and observations. Rather than
only proving or disproving a hypothesis, research can
contribute to and be affected by systematized knowl
edge about an organism's characteristics. Thus at the end
of a well-designed experiment, we should have an an
swer to our experimental questions along with an im
proved version of the particular system involved and
how it functions.

A primary goal of the study of laboratory learning is
the documentation and explanation of the many specific
ways in which the functioning of a system can be modi
fied. All forms of learning are a result of a combination
of the system and the constraints of the environment.
Learning results from evolved tendencies to increase the
fit of a specific animal with a particular environment.
Some early researchers focused on the specific role of
learning in survival, especially in development (see
Galef, 1990; Timberlake, 1983b; Timberlake & Silva,
1994). But the majority of this century has been domi
nated by a concern with abstract general laws of learn
ing. The recent interest in animal cognition has begun to
restore concerns with species-typical processing and in
tegration (Brodbeck, 1994; Clayton & Krebs, 1994;
Shettleworth, 1993). By explicitly embedding such work
within the larger framework of a behavior system and
specific mechanisms oflearning, we may move the study
oflearning closer to the study of behavior and its atten
dant evolutionary and neurophysiological bases.
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